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Week of July 29 2014

News and Notes

Changes to East Entrance Gate Hours
Starting Friday, Aug. 1, the East Entrance Gate to campus located between Grace Hall and the B16 parking lot will no longer be staffed after 7 p.m. each evening. Community members with proximity cards can enter campus using their cards any time.

Margaret F. Brinig and Nicole Stelle Garnett’s book “Lost Classroom, Lost Community: Catholic Schools’ Importance in Urban America” (University of Chicago Press) continues to draw strong reviews, and the Alliance for Catholic Education is now maintaining an attractive Web page that collects them all.

Jimmy Gurule was quoted in the Politico article Aid to El Salvador looms over Obama meeting on July 25.

President Obama’s law by John Copeland Nagle on CNN Opinion, July 25.

Jimmy Gurule was quoted in the Radio Free Europe article U.S. Senators Urge Naming ‘Donetsk People’s Republic’ Terrorist Organization on July 23.

Mark McKenna was quoted in the Daily Mail article ‘People thought it was Banksy’: Comedian Nathan Fielder reveals the REAL story behind his Dumb Starbucks prank on July 17.

Joe Bauer was quoted in the CBS Money Watch article Reynolds American-Lorillard merger could face antitrust hurdles on July 16.
Vincent Phillip Muñoz had the article *A More Accommodating Accommodation? Justice Kennedy's Invitation to Compromise* published in Commonweal on July 16.

Rick Garnett was quoted in The New York Times article *Among Justices, Considering a Divide Not of Gender or Politics, but of Beliefs* on July 11.

Joe Bauer was quoted in the Salt Lake Tribune article *NCAA: O'Bannon case a possible bellwether for big changes in college sports* on July 1.

Dean Newton announced the nearly complete Faculty Committee list for the upcoming year.

Office Moves

Joe Bauer to 2115 Eck  
Jake Baska to 1329C Biolchini  
Tricia Bellia to 3157 Eck  
Peg Brinig to 3117 Eck  
Lauren Bolland to 1331 Biolchini  
Paolo Carozza to 3158 Eck  
Nicole Garnett to 3119 Eck  
Bill LaFleur to 1333  
Lloyd Mayer to 3155 Eck  
John Nagle to 3115 Eck  
Kevin O'Rear to 1106 Eck  
Ali Wruble to 1335 Biolchini

Dean’s Bookshelf

Judy Fox recently contributed a reprint of her latest article on consumer law. The cite is:


Many thanks and congratulations to Judy!